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WEEK 11: Sunday, 7 March - 13 March 2021 ALL MARKETS

Date
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Genre Title TV Guide Text Country of Origin Language Year Repeat Classification

Consumer 

Advice

Closed 

Captions
Subtitles

2021-03-07 0500 Drama The Straight Story

The Straight Story is based on the real life journey of 73-year-old Alvin 

Straight, a man who decides to travel from his home in Laurens, Iowa, to 

Mount Zion, Wisconsin, to mend his relationship with his estranged older 

brother. There's a slightly quirky twist as Alvin insists on making the 317 mile 

journey on his lawnmower.

USA English-100 1999 RPT PG

2021-03-07 0700 Action Adventure The Three Musketeers

Dashing D'Artagnan (Michael York) helps Athos (Oliver Reed), Porthos (Frank 

Finlay) and Aramis (Richard Chamberlain) attempt to foil Cardinal Richelieu's 

plot to increase his already considerable power over King Louis XIII. 

UNITED KINGDOM English-100 1973 RPT PG a 

2021-03-07 0900 Action Adventure Project A

Jackie Chan directs and stars in this film as a sergeant of the marine police 

force. The mission of the marine police is to combat and arrest the notorious 

pirate gang led by Law (Di Fei). Unfortunately the fleet of the marine police is 

sunk and Dragon (Jackie Chan) and his team are retrenched. When Dragon 

discovers that Chow, a businessman is bribing the gang and providing the 

pirates with information about the failed mission, he is outraged. Dragon 

decides to risk his life in order to Law and the pirate gang. Also stars Samo 

Hung, Project A received a Hong Kong Award for Best Action in 1985.

HONG KONG Cantonese-100 1983 RPT PG l n v Y

2021-03-07 1100 Animation Mosley

Mosley, and his family of four legged Thoriphants, live a worker's life on an 

isolated farm owned by Simon - a sullen, and mean-spirited farmer. One 

evening, after plowing all day, Mosley's son, Rue, comes bounding over to his 

father telling him he has discovered something magical in the woods near the 

farm. Bera, Mosley's pregnant wife, encourages Mosely to go with Rue. 

Although Mosley is tired, he follows his young son into the woods and 

discovers the reason for Rue's excitement - it's a cave with large ancient 

drawings on the walls - they're of Thoriphants similar to Mosley and Rue 

except they stand upright! Is this what the Thoriphant race used to be? What 

happened to cause them to become bent backed creatures without hands? 

NEW ZEALAND English-100 2019 RPT PG a v 

2021-03-07 1255 Drama Belle
The illegitimate, mixed-race daughter of a British admiral plays an important 

role in the campaign to abolish slavery in England.
UNITED KINGDOM English-100 2013 RPT PG a 

2021-03-07 1450 Fantasy City Of Ember
An underground city is supposed to give shelter for 200 years. Unfortunately, 

power supply is failing slowly but surely.
USA English-100 2008 RPT PG h 

2021-03-07 1640 Drama Family Law

As he adjusts to being a husband and father, lawyer Ariel Perelman meditates 

on the ways in which he is similar to - and so very different from - his own 

lawyer father. A thoughtful and touching film, dealing with family relationships 

in an insightful and subtly comic way. Winner of the 2007 Silver Condor for 

Best Director and Best Supporting Actor. Directed by Daniel Burman and stars 

Daniel Hendler, Arturo Goetz and Eloy Burman.

ARGENTINA Spanish-100 2006 RPT PG a l Y



2021-03-07 1835 Biography Grace Of Monaco

The story of former Hollywood star Grace Kelly's crisis of marriage and 

identity, during a political dispute between Monaco's Prince Rainier III and 

France's Charles De Gaulle, and a looming French invasion of Monaco in the 

early 1960s. Stars Nicole Kidman and Tim Roth.

USA English-100 2014 RPT PG Y Y

2021-03-07 2030 Comedy Who You Think I Am

Women

In

Film

Juliette Binoche showcases her remarkable range in this gripping thriller about 

female desire and identity. Binoche plays Claire, a university lecturer and 

mother of two teenage boys, who is contending with the approach of middle 

age and remains stung by the betrayal of her ex-husband (Charles Berling), 

who is building a new life with another partner. Claire has a new lover too, the 

handsome Ludo, but is under no illusions as to his fidelity. Out of a mix of 

petulance and curiosity, she impulsively creates a fake Facebook profile in 

which to keep an eye on him. She becomes 'Clara'. Based on the novel by 

Camille Laurens.

FRANCE French-100 2018 MA s 

2021-03-07 2225 Drama Madame Bovary

Adapted from Flaubert’s classic novel, Madame Bovary tells the tragic story of 

Emma, a young beauty who impulsively marries a small-town doctor to leave 

her father’s pig farm behind. But after being introduced to the glamorous 

world of high society, she soon becomes bored with her stodgy mate and 

seeks excitement and status outside the bonds of marriage. This sumptuous 

period drama features a superb cast including Mia Wasikowska (Alice in 

Wonderland), Paul Giamatti (Sideways) and Ezra Miller (The Perks of Being a 

Wallflower). Flaubert’s classic novel comes to life.

UNITED KINGDOM

Latin-33.34; 

English-33.33; 

French-33.33

2015 RPT M a s Y

2021-03-07 2435 Drama Zoology

Middle-aged zoo worker Natasha still lives with her mother in a small coastal 

town. As she struggles for independence, she has to endure the absurd reality 

of her life filled with gossip spread by the women around her. It seems that life 

has no surprises for her until one day, she grows a tail. Embarrassed at first, 

Natasha decides to go further with the transformation and use it as an 

opportunity to redefine herself as a person and as a woman. 

RUSSIA Russian-100 2016 RPT M a l s Y

2021-03-07 2615 Comedy Who You Think I Am

Women

In

Film

Juliette Binoche showcases her remarkable range in this gripping thriller about 

female desire and identity. Binoche plays Claire, a university lecturer and 

mother of two teenage boys, who is contending with the approach of middle 

age and remains stung by the betrayal of her ex-husband (Charles Berling), 

who is building a new life with another partner. Claire has a new lover too, the 

handsome Ludo, but is under no illusions as to his fidelity. Out of a mix of 

petulance and curiosity, she impulsively creates a fake Facebook profile in 

which to keep an eye on him. She becomes 'Clara'. Based on the novel by 

Camille Laurens.

FRANCE French-100 2018 RPT MA s 

2021-03-07 2810 Biography Grace Of Monaco

The story of former Hollywood star Grace Kelly's crisis of marriage and 

identity, during a political dispute between Monaco's Prince Rainier III and 

France's Charles De Gaulle, and a looming French invasion of Monaco in the 

early 1960s. Stars Nicole Kidman and Tim Roth.

USA English-100 2014 RPT PG Y Y

2021-03-08 0605 Drama Family Law

As he adjusts to being a husband and father, lawyer Ariel Perelman meditates 

on the ways in which he is similar to - and so very different from - his own 

lawyer father. A thoughtful and touching film, dealing with family relationships 

in an insightful and subtly comic way. Winner of the 2007 Silver Condor for 

Best Director and Best Supporting Actor. Directed by Daniel Burman and stars 

Daniel Hendler, Arturo Goetz and Eloy Burman.

ARGENTINA Spanish-100 2006 RPT PG a l Y

2021-03-08 0800 Drama Belle
The illegitimate, mixed-race daughter of a British admiral plays an important 

role in the campaign to abolish slavery in England.
UNITED KINGDOM English-100 2013 RPT PG a 

2021-03-08 0955 Musical Walking On Sunshine A bride is unaware that her fiancé and sister were once deeply in love. ENGLAND English-100 2014 RPT PG a 



2021-03-08 1145 Fantasy The Piano Tuner Of Earthquakes

A mad doctor turns people into mechanical toys. Now he has the lovely opera 

singer Malvina in his sights. Directed by Timothy Quay and Stephen Quay, and 

stars Amira Casar and Gottfried John.

UNITED KINGDOM
English-50; 

Portuguese-50
2005 RPT PG Y

2021-03-08 1340 Action Adventure Cutthroat Island

Morgan Adams (Geena Davis) and her slave, William Shaw (Matthew Modine), 

are on a quest to recover the three portions of a treasure map. Unfortunately, 

the final portion is held by her murderous uncle, Dawg (Frank Langella). Her 

crew is sceptical of her leadership abilities, so she must complete her quest 

before they mutiny against her. This is made yet more difficult by the efforts 

of the British crown to end her piratical raids.

FRANCE English-100 1995 RPT PG s v 

2021-03-08 1555 Animation Mosley

Mosley, and his family of four legged Thoriphants, live a worker's life on an 

isolated farm owned by Simon - a sullen, and mean-spirited farmer. One 

evening, after plowing all day, Mosley's son, Rue, comes bounding over to his 

father telling him he has discovered something magical in the woods near the 

farm. Bera, Mosley's pregnant wife, encourages Mosely to go with Rue. 

Although Mosley is tired, he follows his young son into the woods and 

discovers the reason for Rue's excitement - it's a cave with large ancient 

drawings on the walls - they're of Thoriphants similar to Mosley and Rue 

except they stand upright! Is this what the Thoriphant race used to be? What 

happened to cause them to become bent backed creatures without hands? 

NEW ZEALAND English-100 2019 RPT PG a v 

2021-03-08 1745 Drama Delbaran

A haunting story of a young Afghan refugee who lives illegally in Iran. 14-year-

old Kaim drifts to the Delbaran crossing on the Afghan-Iran border, where he 

finds work at a roadside coffee shop. Although at home in this small oasis of 

friendliness, the sounds of war can be heard close by, violent bandits prowl 

the roads, and opium is everywhere. Directed by Abolfazl Jalili and stars Akaim 

Alizadeh, Rahmatollah Ebrahimi and Ahmad Mahdavi.

IRAN Farsi-100 2001 RPT PG Y

2021-03-08 1935 Comedy Woman At War

Halla is a fifty-year-old independent Icelandic woman, a respected choir leader 

who lives a mysterious double life. Known to the public only by her alias 'The 

Mountain Woman,' Halla is a passionate environmental activist, secretly 

waging a one-woman-war on the local aluminium industry and risking 

everything to conserve the pristine Icelandic highlands she loves. But as her 

actions grow bolder and her legend grows, an unexpected letter changes 

everything - her application to adopt a child has finally been accepted and 

there is a little girl waiting for her in Ukraine. Before she can fulfil her dream of 

becoming a mother, Halla plots an attack to deal the mining companies one 

final crippling blow.

FRANCE

Icelandic-92; 

English-5; 

Ukrainian-2; 

Spanish-1

2018 RPT M a l n Y Y

2021-03-08 2130 Fantasy Happy As Lazzaro

Women

Make

Film

This is the tale of a meeting between Lazzaro, a young peasant so good that he 

is often mistaken for simple-minded, and Tancredi, a young nobleman cursed 

by his imagination.

FRANCE Italian-100 2018 M v 

2021-03-08 2350 Comedy Who You Think I Am

Women

In

Film

Juliette Binoche showcases her remarkable range in this gripping thriller about 

female desire and identity. Binoche plays Claire, a university lecturer and 

mother of two teenage boys, who is contending with the approach of middle 

age and remains stung by the betrayal of her ex-husband (Charles Berling), 

who is building a new life with another partner. Claire has a new lover too, the 

handsome Ludo, but is under no illusions as to his fidelity. Out of a mix of 

petulance and curiosity, she impulsively creates a fake Facebook profile in 

which to keep an eye on him. She becomes 'Clara'. Based on the novel by 

Camille Laurens.

FRANCE French-100 2018 RPT MA s 



2021-03-08 2540 Thriller The Wave

A high school teacher's unusual experiment, to demonstrate to his students 

what life is like under a dictatorship, spins horribly out of control when he 

forms a social unit with a life of its own. Nominated for the Grand Jury Prize at 

the Sundance Film Festival in 2008. Directed by Dennis Gansel and stars Jurgen 

Vogel, Frederick Lau and Max Riemelt.

GERMANY German-100 2008 RPT MA a l Y

2021-03-08 2740 Comedy Woman At War

Halla is a fifty-year-old independent Icelandic woman, a respected choir leader 

who lives a mysterious double life. Known to the public only by her alias 'The 

Mountain Woman,' Halla is a passionate environmental activist, secretly 

waging a one-woman-war on the local aluminium industry and risking 

everything to conserve the pristine Icelandic highlands she loves. But as her 

actions grow bolder and her legend grows, an unexpected letter changes 

everything - her application to adopt a child has finally been accepted and 

there is a little girl waiting for her in Ukraine. Before she can fulfil her dream of 

becoming a mother, Halla plots an attack to deal the mining companies one 

final crippling blow.

FRANCE

Icelandic-92; 

English-5; 

Ukrainian-2; 

Spanish-1

2018 RPT M a l n Y Y

2021-03-09 0535 Action Adventure Cutthroat Island

Morgan Adams (Geena Davis) and her slave, William Shaw (Matthew Modine), 

are on a quest to recover the three portions of a treasure map. Unfortunately, 

the final portion is held by her murderous uncle, Dawg (Frank Langella). Her 

crew is sceptical of her leadership abilities, so she must complete her quest 

before they mutiny against her. This is made yet more difficult by the efforts 

of the British crown to end her piratical raids.

FRANCE English-100 1995 RPT PG s v 

2021-03-09 0750 Animation Mosley

Mosley, and his family of four legged Thoriphants, live a worker's life on an 

isolated farm owned by Simon - a sullen, and mean-spirited farmer. One 

evening, after plowing all day, Mosley's son, Rue, comes bounding over to his 

father telling him he has discovered something magical in the woods near the 

farm. Bera, Mosley's pregnant wife, encourages Mosely to go with Rue. 

Although Mosley is tired, he follows his young son into the woods and 

discovers the reason for Rue's excitement - it's a cave with large ancient 

drawings on the walls - they're of Thoriphants similar to Mosley and Rue 

except they stand upright! Is this what the Thoriphant race used to be? What 

happened to cause them to become bent backed creatures without hands? 

NEW ZEALAND English-100 2019 RPT PG a v 

2021-03-09 0940 Family White Tuft The Little Beaver

A beaver couple live by their dam, as the seasons go by. They have babies, 

gather food, maintain their dam, play and swim, and of course defend their 

territory against predators and intruders. After one of their young gets lost in 

the forest, the mother and father beaver search frantically for him, while he is 

rescued by an unlikely ally.

FRANCE French-100 2008 RPT G

2021-03-09 1105 Family
Asterix: The Mansions Of The 

Gods

Diminutive comic-book hero Asterix and his oversized pal Obelix attempt to 

protect their Gaulish village from Roman invasion, doing anything necessary to 

thwart Caesar's plans in this animated adventure.

BELGIUM French-100 2014 RPT PG Y

2021-03-09 1240 Drama Delbaran

A haunting story of a young Afghan refugee who lives illegally in Iran. 14-year-

old Kaim drifts to the Delbaran crossing on the Afghan-Iran border, where he 

finds work at a roadside coffee shop. Although at home in this small oasis of 

friendliness, the sounds of war can be heard close by, violent bandits prowl 

the roads, and opium is everywhere. Directed by Abolfazl Jalili and stars Akaim 

Alizadeh, Rahmatollah Ebrahimi and Ahmad Mahdavi.

IRAN Farsi-100 2001 RPT PG Y



2021-03-09 1430 Comedy The Flintstones

Make way for the modern Stone Age family as they make the jump from 

animated favourites to live-action heroes! There's trouble brewing in Bedrock - 

a test mix-up has made Fred Flintstone (John Goodman) a vice president at 

Slate and Company, and now an evil executive (Kyle MacLachlan) and his 

sinister secretary (Halle Berry) are plotting to use Fred as the fall guy in an 

embezzlement scheme. Luckily for Fred, his best friend Barney Rubble (Rick 

Moranis), wife Wilma (Elizabeth Perkins) and her best friend Betty (Rosie 

O'Donnell) always have the big guy's back in this yabba-dabba-doo of an 

adventure. Elizabeth Taylor co-stars in the 'Steven Spielrock' production filled 

with dino-sized special effects and classic Flintstones humor.

USA English-100 1994 RPT PG a v 

2021-03-09 1610 Fantasy The Piano Tuner Of Earthquakes

A mad doctor turns people into mechanical toys. Now he has the lovely opera 

singer Malvina in his sights. Directed by Timothy Quay and Stephen Quay, and 

stars Amira Casar and Gottfried John.

UNITED KINGDOM
English-50; 

Portuguese-50
2005 RPT PG Y

2021-03-09 1805 Musical Walking On Sunshine A bride is unaware that her fiancé and sister were once deeply in love. ENGLAND English-100 2014 RPT PG a 

2021-03-09 1955 Drama Pili

Pili lives in rural Tanzania, where she works the fields to feed her two children 

and struggles to manage her HIV-positive status in secret. When she is offered 

the chance to rent a sought-after market-stall, Pili is desperate to have it. Pili is 

forced to make increasingly difficult decisions with ever-deepening 

consequences. How much will she risk to change her life?

UNITED KINGDOM Swahili-100 2018 RPT M a Y

2021-03-09 2130 Drama Kuessipan

Women

Make

Film

Two girls grow up as best friends in an Innu community, and they promise 

each other to stick together no matter what. But their friendship is shaken 

when Mikuan falls for a white boy.

CANADA

French Canadian-

50; Montagnais-

50

2019 M

2021-03-09 2340 Comedy Woman At War

Halla is a fifty-year-old independent Icelandic woman, a respected choir leader 

who lives a mysterious double life. Known to the public only by her alias 'The 

Mountain Woman,' Halla is a passionate environmental activist, secretly 

waging a one-woman-war on the local aluminium industry and risking 

everything to conserve the pristine Icelandic highlands she loves. But as her 

actions grow bolder and her legend grows, an unexpected letter changes 

everything - her application to adopt a child has finally been accepted and 

there is a little girl waiting for her in Ukraine. Before she can fulfil her dream of 

becoming a mother, Halla plots an attack to deal the mining companies one 

final crippling blow.

FRANCE

Icelandic-92; 

English-5; 

Ukrainian-2; 

Spanish-1

2018 RPT M a l n Y Y

2021-03-09 2535 Fantasy Happy As Lazzaro

Women

Make

Film

This is the tale of a meeting between Lazzaro, a young peasant so good that he 

is often mistaken for simple-minded, and Tancredi, a young nobleman cursed 

by his imagination.

FRANCE Italian-100 2018 RPT M v 

2021-03-09 2750 Drama Pili

Pili lives in rural Tanzania, where she works the fields to feed her two children 

and struggles to manage her HIV-positive status in secret. When she is offered 

the chance to rent a sought-after market-stall, Pili is desperate to have it. Pili is 

forced to make increasingly difficult decisions with ever-deepening 

consequences. How much will she risk to change her life?

UNITED KINGDOM Swahili-100 2018 RPT M a Y

2021-03-10 0525 Musical Walking On Sunshine A bride is unaware that her fiancé and sister were once deeply in love. ENGLAND English-100 2014 RPT PG a 

2021-03-10 0715 Fantasy The Piano Tuner Of Earthquakes

A mad doctor turns people into mechanical toys. Now he has the lovely opera 

singer Malvina in his sights. Directed by Timothy Quay and Stephen Quay, and 

stars Amira Casar and Gottfried John.

UNITED KINGDOM
English-50; 

Portuguese-50
2005 RPT PG Y



2021-03-10 0910 Drama Delbaran

A haunting story of a young Afghan refugee who lives illegally in Iran. 14-year-

old Kaim drifts to the Delbaran crossing on the Afghan-Iran border, where he 

finds work at a roadside coffee shop. Although at home in this small oasis of 

friendliness, the sounds of war can be heard close by, violent bandits prowl 

the roads, and opium is everywhere. Directed by Abolfazl Jalili and stars Akaim 

Alizadeh, Rahmatollah Ebrahimi and Ahmad Mahdavi.

IRAN Farsi-100 2001 RPT PG Y

2021-03-10 1100 Action Adventure Cutthroat Island

Morgan Adams (Geena Davis) and her slave, William Shaw (Matthew Modine), 

are on a quest to recover the three portions of a treasure map. Unfortunately, 

the final portion is held by her murderous uncle, Dawg (Frank Langella). Her 

crew is sceptical of her leadership abilities, so she must complete her quest 

before they mutiny against her. This is made yet more difficult by the efforts 

of the British crown to end her piratical raids.

FRANCE English-100 1995 RPT PG s v 

2021-03-10 1315 Family White Tuft The Little Beaver

A beaver couple live by their dam, as the seasons go by. They have babies, 

gather food, maintain their dam, play and swim, and of course defend their 

territory against predators and intruders. After one of their young gets lost in 

the forest, the mother and father beaver search frantically for him, while he is 

rescued by an unlikely ally.

FRANCE French-100 2008 RPT G

2021-03-10 1440 Drama Black Narcissus

This Powell and Pressburger classic is set in a community of nuns high in the 

Himalayas. Their spiritual aims are hampered by the arrival of a beautiful 

native girl and a young general. As the two elope together, the nuns are left 

attributing blame to each other and, when a young child dies in their care, 

tensions begin to increase.

UNITED KINGDOM English-100 1947 RPT PG a 

2021-03-10 1635 Family
Asterix: The Mansions Of The 

Gods

Diminutive comic-book hero Asterix and his oversized pal Obelix attempt to 

protect their Gaulish village from Roman invasion, doing anything necessary to 

thwart Caesar's plans in this animated adventure.

BELGIUM French-100 2014 RPT PG Y

2021-03-10 1810 Comedy The Flintstones

Make way for the modern Stone Age family as they make the jump from 

animated favourites to live-action heroes! There's trouble brewing in Bedrock - 

a test mix-up has made Fred Flintstone (John Goodman) a vice president at 

Slate and Company, and now an evil executive (Kyle MacLachlan) and his 

sinister secretary (Halle Berry) are plotting to use Fred as the fall guy in an 

embezzlement scheme. Luckily for Fred, his best friend Barney Rubble (Rick 

Moranis), wife Wilma (Elizabeth Perkins) and her best friend Betty (Rosie 

O'Donnell) always have the big guy's back in this yabba-dabba-doo of an 

adventure. Elizabeth Taylor co-stars in the 'Steven Spielrock' production filled 

with dino-sized special effects and classic Flintstones humor.

USA English-100 1994 RPT PG a v 

2021-03-10 1950 Drama Billy Bloom Premiere

Billy Bloom (Alex J. Lawther) once lived a fabulous life in Connecticut, with his 

equally fabulous mother, Muv (Bette Midler). But when he is suddenly 

shipped off to his father's (Larry Pine) Southern mansion, he finds himself a 

fish out of water. With his closet of extravagant and flamboyant attire, Billy is 

completely different from the cheerleaders, bible belles, and beefy 

quarterbacks at his new high school. Yet despite the wellmeant advice of his 

father and his housekeeper Florence (Celia Weston) that he should just throw 

on some blue jeans, Billy is determined to be himself - even if that does mean 

wearing face glitter to school. With Muv missing in action, Billy experiences a 

culture clash the likes of which he has never known before.

USA English-100 2017 M a l s v 

2021-03-10 2130 Comedy Wadjda

Women

Make

Film

A rebellious Saudi girl enters a Koran recitation competition at her school and 

hopes to win enough money to buy her own bicycle.
SAUDI ARABIA Arabic-100 2012 RPT PG Y



2021-03-10 2320 Thriller The Wave

A high school teacher's unusual experiment, to demonstrate to his students 

what life is like under a dictatorship, spins horribly out of control when he 

forms a social unit with a life of its own. Nominated for the Grand Jury Prize at 

the Sundance Film Festival in 2008. Directed by Dennis Gansel and stars Jurgen 

Vogel, Frederick Lau and Max Riemelt.

GERMANY German-100 2008 RPT MA a l Y

2021-03-10 2520 Drama Pili

Pili lives in rural Tanzania, where she works the fields to feed her two children 

and struggles to manage her HIV-positive status in secret. When she is offered 

the chance to rent a sought-after market-stall, Pili is desperate to have it. Pili is 

forced to make increasingly difficult decisions with ever-deepening 

consequences. How much will she risk to change her life?

UNITED KINGDOM Swahili-100 2018 RPT M a Y

2021-03-10 2655 Drama Kuessipan

Women

Make

Film

Two girls grow up as best friends in an Innu community, and they promise 

each other to stick together no matter what. But their friendship is shaken 

when Mikuan falls for a white boy.

CANADA

French Canadian-

50; Montagnais-

50

2019 RPT M

2021-03-11 0505 Family
Asterix: The Mansions Of The 

Gods

Diminutive comic-book hero Asterix and his oversized pal Obelix attempt to 

protect their Gaulish village from Roman invasion, doing anything necessary to 

thwart Caesar's plans in this animated adventure.

BELGIUM French-100 2014 RPT PG Y

2021-03-11 0640 Family White Tuft The Little Beaver

A beaver couple live by their dam, as the seasons go by. They have babies, 

gather food, maintain their dam, play and swim, and of course defend their 

territory against predators and intruders. After one of their young gets lost in 

the forest, the mother and father beaver search frantically for him, while he is 

rescued by an unlikely ally.

FRANCE French-100 2008 RPT G

2021-03-11 0805 Comedy Wadjda

Women

Make

Film

A rebellious Saudi girl enters a Koran recitation competition at her school and 

hopes to win enough money to buy her own bicycle.
SAUDI ARABIA Arabic-100 2012 RPT PG Y

2021-03-11 0955 Drama Black Narcissus

This Powell and Pressburger classic is set in a community of nuns high in the 

Himalayas. Their spiritual aims are hampered by the arrival of a beautiful 

native girl and a young general. As the two elope together, the nuns are left 

attributing blame to each other and, when a young child dies in their care, 

tensions begin to increase.

UNITED KINGDOM English-100 1947 RPT PG a 

2021-03-11 1150 Comedy The Flintstones

Make way for the modern Stone Age family as they make the jump from 

animated favourites to live-action heroes! There's trouble brewing in Bedrock - 

a test mix-up has made Fred Flintstone (John Goodman) a vice president at 

Slate and Company, and now an evil executive (Kyle MacLachlan) and his 

sinister secretary (Halle Berry) are plotting to use Fred as the fall guy in an 

embezzlement scheme. Luckily for Fred, his best friend Barney Rubble (Rick 

Moranis), wife Wilma (Elizabeth Perkins) and her best friend Betty (Rosie 

O'Donnell) always have the big guy's back in this yabba-dabba-doo of an 

adventure. Elizabeth Taylor co-stars in the 'Steven Spielrock' production filled 

with dino-sized special effects and classic Flintstones humor.

USA English-100 1994 RPT PG a v 

2021-03-11 1330 Fantasy The Tale Of Despereaux

Based on the popular children's book by Kate DiCamillo, The Tale of 

Despereaux follows a brave and virtuous mouse with comically oversized ears 

who dreams of becoming a knight. Banished from his home for having such 

lofty ambitions, Despereaux sets off on an amazing adventure with his good-

hearted rat friend Roscuro that eventually leads him, at long last, on a very 

noble quest to rescue an endangered princess. Set in the far away kingdom of 

Dor, this magical fable harkens back to a time of honor and chivalry, inspiring 

fans of all ages to be the best mouse they can be.

USA English-100 2008 RPT PG a 



2021-03-11 1510 Comedy
The Importance Of Being 

Earnest

This star-studded version of Oscar Wilde’s classic comedy maintains enormous 

amounts of charm. Jack and Algernon are two wealthy bachelors in love. Jack 

is in love with Gwendolyn, whilst Algernon is drawn to Jack’s ward, Cecily. 

Complications arise through Jack’s habit of presenting himself as Ernest, his 

imaginary brother, and Algernon’s use of Ernest’s name to simplify deceitful 

courtships. Thus, each of the girls believes she is engaged to Ernest, who in 

fact does not exist. Enter Gwendolen’s mother and matters become even 

more complicated! The stellar cast includes Michael Redgrave, Michael 

Dennison, Dame Edith Evans, Joan Greenwood, Dorothy Tutin, and Dame 

Margaret Rutherford.

UNITED KINGDOM English-100 1952 RPT G Y

2021-03-11 1655 Biography Forever Enthralled

Set in the artistic underground of 1930’s China, this is the epic story of Mei 

Lanfang - the performer who overcame prejudice to become China’s greatest 

opera star. Born in Beijing in 1894, Mei grew up in a period where an opera 

career was only slightly more respectable than prostitution. Nominated for the 

Golden Bear at the 2009 Berlin International Film Festival. Directed by Chen 

Kaige and stars Leon Lai, Zhang Ziyi and Sun Hong-Lei. 

CHINA Mandarin-100 2008 RPT PG Y Y

2021-03-11 1935 Comedy Charlie and Boots
A father and son who travel from Victoria to Cape York to fulfill their lifelong 

ambition to fish off Australia's northern tip.
AUSTRALIA English-100 2009 RPT M l Y

2021-03-11 2130 Biography Colette

Women

Make

Film

Set at the dawn of the modern age, Colette is the story of a woman who has 

been denied her voice by an overbearing man, and who will go to 

extraordinary lengths to find it.

USA English-100 2018

2021-03-11 2335 Action Adventure White Tiger

Set at the fierce height of the conflict in WWII, amidst the brutal winter of the 

Eastern Front, a war-ravaged hero sets out on a perilous mission to confront 

the legendary White Tiger. After barely surviving a battle with the mysterious, 

ghostly-white Tiger tank that has devastated the artillery corps under his 

command, Red Army Sergeant Ivan Naydenov becomes obsessed with the war-

machine’s destruction.

RUSSIA Russian-100 2012 RPT M a v Y

2021-03-11 2535 Martial Arts Ip Man 3

When a band of brutal gangsters led by a crooked property developer (Mike 

Tyson) make a play to take over the city, Master Ip is forced to take a stand. 

Fists will fly as some of the most incredible fight scenes ever filmed play out 

on the big screen in this soon-to-be genre classic.

CHINA
Cantonese-95; 

English-5
2015 RPT M a l v Y

2021-03-11 2735 Drama Girl

Determined 15-year-old Lara is committed to becoming a professional 

ballerina. With the support of her father, she throws herself into this quest for 

the absolute at a new school. Lara's adolescent frustrations and impatience 

are heightened as she realises her body does not bend so easily to the strict 

dicipline because she was born a boy. 

BELGIUM

Flemish-50; 

French-45; 

English-5

2018 RPT M a n s Y

2021-03-12 0535 Drama Black Narcissus

This Powell and Pressburger classic is set in a community of nuns high in the 

Himalayas. Their spiritual aims are hampered by the arrival of a beautiful 

native girl and a young general. As the two elope together, the nuns are left 

attributing blame to each other and, when a young child dies in their care, 

tensions begin to increase.

UNITED KINGDOM English-100 1947 RPT PG a 

2021-03-12 0730 Biography Forever Enthralled

Set in the artistic underground of 1930’s China, this is the epic story of Mei 

Lanfang - the performer who overcame prejudice to become China’s greatest 

opera star. Born in Beijing in 1894, Mei grew up in a period where an opera 

career was only slightly more respectable than prostitution. Nominated for the 

Golden Bear at the 2009 Berlin International Film Festival. Directed by Chen 

Kaige and stars Leon Lai, Zhang Ziyi and Sun Hong-Lei. 

CHINA Mandarin-100 2008 RPT PG Y Y



2021-03-12 1010 Comedy
The Importance Of Being 

Earnest

This star-studded version of Oscar Wilde’s classic comedy maintains enormous 

amounts of charm. Jack and Algernon are two wealthy bachelors in love. Jack 

is in love with Gwendolyn, whilst Algernon is drawn to Jack’s ward, Cecily. 

Complications arise through Jack’s habit of presenting himself as Ernest, his 

imaginary brother, and Algernon’s use of Ernest’s name to simplify deceitful 

courtships. Thus, each of the girls believes she is engaged to Ernest, who in 

fact does not exist. Enter Gwendolen’s mother and matters become even 

more complicated! The stellar cast includes Michael Redgrave, Michael 

Dennison, Dame Edith Evans, Joan Greenwood, Dorothy Tutin, and Dame 

Margaret Rutherford.

UNITED KINGDOM English-100 1952 RPT G Y

2021-03-12 1155 Family Swallows And Amazons Premiere

Four children (the Swallows) on holiday in the Lake District sail on their own to 

an island and start a war with rival children (the Amazons). In the meantime, a 

mysterious man on a houseboat accuses them of a crime they did not commit.

UNITED KINGDOM English-100 2016

2021-03-12 1345 War The Eagle Has Landed

1943, The war is entering its final stages and Germany is teetering on the brink 

of defeat. An increasingly unhinged Hitler, orders a mission to have British 

Prime Minister Sir Winston Churchill kidnapped and brought to Germany. The 

plan seems ludicrous in the extreme, but a message sent from a German spy in 

the Norfolk countryside makes one German officer realise that such a mission 

may just feasible. The star-studded cast includes Michael Caine, Donald 

Sutherland, Robert Duvall, Jenny Agutter, Donald Pleasence, Anthony Quayle, 

Jean Marsh and Judy Geeson.

UNITED KINGDOM English-100 1976 RPT PG v Y

2021-03-12 1615 Fantasy The Tale Of Despereaux

Based on the popular children's book by Kate DiCamillo, The Tale of 

Despereaux follows a brave and virtuous mouse with comically oversized ears 

who dreams of becoming a knight. Banished from his home for having such 

lofty ambitions, Despereaux sets off on an amazing adventure with his good-

hearted rat friend Roscuro that eventually leads him, at long last, on a very 

noble quest to rescue an endangered princess. Set in the far away kingdom of 

Dor, this magical fable harkens back to a time of honor and chivalry, inspiring 

fans of all ages to be the best mouse they can be.

USA English-100 2008 RPT PG a 

2021-03-12 1755 Comedy Hotel Salvation

Rajiv is forced to drop everything in order to accommodate his father’s last 

and bizarre wish to travel to Varanasi to attain salvation. The trip that follows 

forces the duo to reengage with each other and the world around them in this 

heart-warming comedy.

INDIA Hindi-100 2016 RPT PG a d Y

2021-03-12 1950 Comedy Phantom Of The Paradise Premiere

Brian de Palma's insightful sature on the 1970s rock world. Swan (Paul 

Williams) is a powerful and mysterious impresario who both steals a rock 

cantata from Winslow Leach (William Finley) and frames him for a crime he 

didn't commit. Now with a desire for vengeance, Winslow plots revenge and 

haunts the Paradise, Swan's lavish new rock club.

USA English-100 1974 M s v 

2021-03-12 2130 Biography Red Joan

Women

Make

Film

In a picturesque village in England, Joan Stanley (Academy Award winner 

Dame Judi Dench), lives in contented retirement. Then suddenly her tranquil 

existence is shattered as she’s shockingly arrested by MI5. For Joan has been 

hiding an incredible past - she is one of the most influential spies in living 

history.

UNITED KINGDOM English-100 2018

2021-03-12 2325 Drama Girl

Determined 15-year-old Lara is committed to becoming a professional 

ballerina. With the support of her father, she throws herself into this quest for 

the absolute at a new school. Lara's adolescent frustrations and impatience 

are heightened as she realises her body does not bend so easily to the strict 

dicipline because she was born a boy. 

BELGIUM

Flemish-50; 

French-45; 

English-5

2018 RPT M a n s Y



2021-03-12 2525 Comedy The Chef

Jacky thinks his problems have been solved when he scores a unpaid cooking 

job at a luxury restaurant. But the head chef is facing a crisis of his own, when 

the new owner tries to replace him. Stars Jean Reno.

FRANCE French-100 2012 RPT M l Y

2021-03-12 2700 Action Adventure White Tiger

Set at the fierce height of the conflict in WWII, amidst the brutal winter of the 

Eastern Front, a war-ravaged hero sets out on a perilous mission to confront 

the legendary White Tiger. After barely surviving a battle with the mysterious, 

ghostly-white Tiger tank that has devastated the artillery corps under his 

command, Red Army Sergeant Ivan Naydenov becomes obsessed with the war-

machine’s destruction.

RUSSIA Russian-100 2012 RPT M a v Y

2021-03-13 0500 War The Eagle Has Landed

1943, The war is entering its final stages and Germany is teetering on the brink 

of defeat. An increasingly unhinged Hitler, orders a mission to have British 

Prime Minister Sir Winston Churchill kidnapped and brought to Germany. The 

plan seems ludicrous in the extreme, but a message sent from a German spy in 

the Norfolk countryside makes one German officer realise that such a mission 

may just feasible. The star-studded cast includes Michael Caine, Donald 

Sutherland, Robert Duvall, Jenny Agutter, Donald Pleasence, Anthony Quayle, 

Jean Marsh and Judy Geeson.

UNITED KINGDOM English-100 1976 RPT PG v Y

2021-03-13 0730 Comedy
The Importance Of Being 

Earnest

This star-studded version of Oscar Wilde’s classic comedy maintains enormous 

amounts of charm. Jack and Algernon are two wealthy bachelors in love. Jack 

is in love with Gwendolyn, whilst Algernon is drawn to Jack’s ward, Cecily. 

Complications arise through Jack’s habit of presenting himself as Ernest, his 

imaginary brother, and Algernon’s use of Ernest’s name to simplify deceitful 

courtships. Thus, each of the girls believes she is engaged to Ernest, who in 

fact does not exist. Enter Gwendolen’s mother and matters become even 

more complicated! The stellar cast includes Michael Redgrave, Michael 

Dennison, Dame Edith Evans, Joan Greenwood, Dorothy Tutin, and Dame 

Margaret Rutherford.

UNITED KINGDOM English-100 1952 RPT G Y

2021-03-13 0915 Fantasy The Tale Of Despereaux

Based on the popular children's book by Kate DiCamillo, The Tale of 

Despereaux follows a brave and virtuous mouse with comically oversized ears 

who dreams of becoming a knight. Banished from his home for having such 

lofty ambitions, Despereaux sets off on an amazing adventure with his good-

hearted rat friend Roscuro that eventually leads him, at long last, on a very 

noble quest to rescue an endangered princess. Set in the far away kingdom of 

Dor, this magical fable harkens back to a time of honor and chivalry, inspiring 

fans of all ages to be the best mouse they can be.

USA English-100 2008 RPT PG a 

2021-03-13 1055 Comedy Hotel Salvation

Rajiv is forced to drop everything in order to accommodate his father’s last 

and bizarre wish to travel to Varanasi to attain salvation. The trip that follows 

forces the duo to reengage with each other and the world around them in this 

heart-warming comedy.

INDIA Hindi-100 2016 RPT PG a d Y

2021-03-13 1250 Biography Forever Enthralled

Set in the artistic underground of 1930’s China, this is the epic story of Mei 

Lanfang - the performer who overcame prejudice to become China’s greatest 

opera star. Born in Beijing in 1894, Mei grew up in a period where an opera 

career was only slightly more respectable than prostitution. Nominated for the 

Golden Bear at the 2009 Berlin International Film Festival. Directed by Chen 

Kaige and stars Leon Lai, Zhang Ziyi and Sun Hong-Lei. 

CHINA Mandarin-100 2008 RPT PG Y Y

2021-03-13 1530 Animation The Red Turtle

Gorgeously animated, this wordless story about a stranded castaway pays 

tribute to what's most important in life: companionship, love, family, and the 

stewardship of nature.

JAPAN No Dialogue-100 2016 RPT PG a 



2021-03-13 1700 Comedy Esio Trot

Retired bachelor Mr Hoppy is hopelessly in love with his neighbour Mrs Silver, 

but she is only interested in her pet tortoise Alfie, until Mr Hoppy hatches an 

audacious plan to win her love.

USA English-100 2015 RPT PG s 

2021-03-13 1840 Family Swallows And Amazons

Four children (the Swallows) on holiday in the Lake District sail on their own to 

an island and start a war with rival children (the Amazons). In the meantime, a 

mysterious man on a houseboat accuses them of a crime they did not commit.

UNITED KINGDOM English-100 2016 RPT

2021-03-13 2030 Drama Boys Don't Cry

Based on a true story, this drama was adapted from the life of Brandon Teena 

(played by Hilary Swank), born Teena Brandon, a woman who lived her life as a 

man and suffered tragic consequences as a result.

USA English-100 1999 RPT MA a n s v 

2021-03-13 2240 Martial Arts Ip Man 3

When a band of brutal gangsters led by a crooked property developer (Mike 

Tyson) make a play to take over the city, Master Ip is forced to take a stand. 

Fists will fly as some of the most incredible fight scenes ever filmed play out 

on the big screen in this soon-to-be genre classic.

CHINA
Cantonese-95; 

English-5
2015 RPT M a l v Y

2021-03-13 2440 Comedy 50 Is The New 30

Dumped by her husband and downsized out of her job, Marie-Francine has to 

move back in with her parents - at the age of 50. They treat her like a child, but 

it is in the small e-cigarette shop they open for her that she finds love with 

Miguel, a chef who doesn't admit to her that he is in the same situation. It's 

not easy having a young heart in a middle-age body, but Marie-Francine 

proves to us that 50 is the new 30.

FRANCE French-100 2017 RPT M l s Y

2021-03-13 2625 Fantasy Aloys

Aloys Adorn is a middle-aged private detective who lives through a video 

camera which records 24 hours a day, and a massive collection of surveillance 

tapes he obsessively watches at home. After a night of heavy drinking, Aloys 

wakes up on a bus to find that his camera and precious observation tapes have 

been stolen. Soon after, a mysterious woman calls to blackmail him. She offers 

to return the tapes if Aloys joins her to try an obscure Japanese activity called 

'telephone walking'.

SWITZERLAND
Swiss German-

100
2016 RPT M a l Y

2021-03-13 2805 Comedy The Chef

Jacky thinks his problems have been solved when he scores a unpaid cooking 

job at a luxury restaurant. But the head chef is facing a crisis of his own, when 

the new owner tries to replace him. Stars Jean Reno.

FRANCE French-100 2012 RPT M l Y


